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ET 2404D

INJECTOR MATE in quarts
I.V.D./P.F.I.
INJECTOR MATE is a heavy-duty I.V.D/P.F.I. detergent additive system. Formulated for outstanding injector cleanliness,
INJECTOR MATE removes intake valve deposits and keeps combustion chambers deposit free.
INJECTOR MATE also lowers the requirements of octane by keeping harmful deposits from forming in the combustion
chamber. By keeping deposits from forming in the combustion chamber, this increases the combustion chamber volume,
which increases the combustion ratio. This means less spark knocking and engine run on.
INJECTOR MATE improves compatibility in less stable gasolines, especially those with higher olefin content and also
oxygenated gasolines. Fouling of the injector tips disturbs the fuel injector spray pattern, which lowers performance and
fuel economy. Contains corrosion inhibitor to protect metal surfaces.
INJECTOR MATE also can contain dye to improve the marketability of the gasoline. The dye makes the fuel appear
different and shows the customer that the gasoline is additized for better performance.
INJECTOR MATE cleans up dirty port fuel injectors and keeps them clean with the added detergency. Injectors can be
cleaned up quickly at the Top Tier treat rate. Through continued use of gasoline treated with INJECTOR MATE, a good
performance can be maintained indefinitely.
In addition, INJECTOR MATE is very effective in keeping carburetors, intake, and fuel injection systems clean from
varnish, carbon, and gum deposits and will aid in stabilizing fuel in extended storage.

Gasoline Supplement
TREATMENT RATIO

USER BENEFITS
▪

2404D Injector Mate satisfies the EPA regulation on
detergency at the treatment ratio listed.

▪

Contains corrosion inhibitor

▪

Approved for Marine Applications

▪

Approved for use in 2 and 4 cycle engines, farm equipment,
lawn equipment, and older equipment that used leaded fuel.

▪

2404D Injector Mate comes standard without dye. Colors
available are red, green, blue, and purple.

▪

Contains no lead or lead substitute.

1qt-300g 1 - quart treats 300 gal of fuel
1qt-188g Meets or Exceeds LAC in untreated fuel
1qt-131g Boost LAC fuel to Top Tier
1qt-75g

Top Tier rating in untreated fuel

CONTAINER SIZES
=> 12 Quart Jugs per case
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